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Abstract: Digital pathology based on whole slide imaging system is about to permit major
breakthrough in automated diagnosis for a rapid and highly sensitive disease detection. High-
resolution FPM (Fourier Ptychographic Microscopy) slide scanners delivering rich information
on the sample such as intensity and its complementary phase image are becoming available. They
allow new effective bi-modal data exploitation strategies that can be useful for more efficient
automated diagnosis.

However, when the thickness of the sample becomes comparable or greater than the microscope
depth of field, we report observation of undesirable contrast change of sub-cellular compartments
in phase images around optimal focus plan, reducing their usability. In this article, an U-Net
artificial neural network is trained to reinforce specifically targeted sub-cellular compartments
contrast (for both intensity and phase images). The procedure used to construct a reference database
with virtual z-stacking calculations is detailed. It is obtained exploiting FPM reconstruction
algorithm to explore images around optimal focus plane (virtual Z-stacking) and select those
with adequate contrast and focus. Furthermore intensity and phase images are advantageously
exploited in a bi-modal deep-neural network architecture.

By construction and once trained, the U-Net is able to simultaneously reinforce targeted cell
compartments visibility and to compensate any focus imprecision. It is efficient over a large field
of view at high resolution. The interest of the approach is illustrated considering the use-case of
Plasmodium falciparum detection in blood smear where improvement in the detection sensitivity
is demonstrated without degradation of the specificity.

Post-reconstruction FPM image processing with such U-Net and its training procedure is
general and applicable to demanding biological screening applications.

© 2023 Optica Publishing Group under the terms of the Optica Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

The digitization of biological specimens with slide scanners at microscopic resolution over
large dimensions has been experiencing an undeniable growing popularity for several years
now. Such craze is explained by Whole-Slides-Imaging (WSI) practice that enables the storage,
archive and exchange of samples between medical specialists, numerically. It is also due to the
rapid emergence over the last ten years of new automated diagnosis approaches using, among
others, Deep-Learning (DL) algorithms. As a result, digital pathology is promised to become
more and more efficient. Nevertheless, scanners technologies still need to progress and some
of their limitations are to be addressed. A first limitation concerns the nature of images that
are traditionally recorded and exploited by DL algorithms. In particular current slide scanners
are dedicated to the acquisition of the intensity only of the light that is transmitted through the
sample. Only a part of the light-matter interaction process is recorded, i.e. sample absorption.
Consequently, other useful morphological information carried by phase such as sample optical
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thickness or dry-mass is left aside. This complementary information, when available, could
be beneficially exploited together with intensity image to further increase the sensitivity and
efficiency of automated diagnosis (see for example Optical Twin For Diagnosis project [1]). A
second limitation concerns the ultimate image quality that can be achieved by current scanners. It
is imposed by trade-off considerations between optical resolution, exploitable surface per field of
view and image production throughput. In particular, high resolution imaging requires the employ
of objective lens of high NA and important magnification G (typically G=40x and NA=0.9 or
above). In such situation, the depth of field (DOF) is very limited. Depending on the nature of
the specimen that is observed, all the objects in the field of view (FOV) are not guarantied to be
in focus. This problem is important and different post-acquisition image processing techniques
together with some adaptation in the acquisition workflow have been developed. They permit
to extend the microscope depth of field (see for example Bian et al. review article). A popular
approach consists in z-stacking microscopy where images are captured at various focus planes
(typically 10 planes or more) and combined adequately. An extension of the approach with higher
throughput has been reported in [2] where only two out-of focus images are recorded and fused
with a deep neural network (DNN).

These limitations are undoubtedly to be reconsidered with recent microscopy advances Park et
al [3]. Among others, one can think of Fourier Ptychographic Microscopy [4] (FPM). Additionally
to the traditional intensity, this microscopy allows to assess the phase information of biological
samples in a simple way (i.e. without any use of interference setup). Such information is
theoretically sufficient to calculate numerically images at various focus plane [5]. Also, images
can be produced with a super-resolution factor that can be high (from 2 [6] to 6 [4] depending
on the objective lens NA) thanks to a numerical aperture synthesis that is at the core of FPM
operating principles. When compared to conventional microscopy, a larger FOV is accessible for
a fixed resolution because of the improved space-bandwidth product. At the same time, FPM
depth of field is natively important. It is directly related to the NA of the objective lens employed
irrespective of the super-resolution factor. That means that the DOF of FPM can be much more
important than in traditional microscopy (at comparable resolution). For example, a resolution
related to NA= 1.3, conventionally obtained with an immersion objective lens of magnification
40x, can theoretically be obtained with a dry objective of NA= 0.45 with a magnification 10x
only (with a super-resolution factor ∼ 3) with FPM. In the latter case, the surface of the FOV
is increased by a factor 16 and the DOF is 3.35`𝑚 as compared to 0.565`𝑚 for conventional
microscopy (calculations made for a camera with a pixel pitch of 3.45µm).

Since the first demonstration of microscope operating principle in 2013 by Zheng et al [4],
a lot of progress has been made, as can be judged from the number of published results and
the variety of topics that have been addressed. For instance, one can think of digital refocusing
of images during their reconstruction (see digital wavefront correction section [4]) or post-
reconstruction [7, 8], reduction of acquisition time allowing high scan rates [9], embedded
correction of the aberrations [10], reconstructed tomography of biological samples [11–13].
Nevertheless, the full exploitation of FPM images of large FOV remains still challenging. In
a recent work [14], Zhang et al introduced a new data exploitation strategy. A lateral shift
effect in images is exploited to estimate Δ𝑧, the defocus distance. This value is then used as
a reconstruction parameter to generate sharp images. It is noteworthy to observe that focus
correction is here based on intensity modality only. This can be problematic for phase images
when the sample thickness is comparable to the microscope DOF. In this situation and as will
be detailed, some variability in the contrast and sharpness of sub-cellular components can be
encountered in phase images.

In this article we develop a deep neural network that takes advantage of intensity and phase
images (in the same vein of [15]) combined to virtual z-stacking. The bi-modal DNN is trained to
reinforce the contrast and sharpness of targeted sub-cellular compartments. To this end, z-stacking
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is realized virtually by calculating images at finely-spaced focus planes with a reconstruction
algorithm. Images of the highest quality are then isolated to construct a reference database for
the DNN training. Here, the focus plane is selected depending on the modality. We demonstrate
quantitatively the impact of the DNN from an automated diagnosis point of view. For this, the
use-case of Plasmodium falciparum detection in blood smears is undertaken as an example. It is
chosen, noting that the problem of parasites detection with the required sensitivity and specificity
has hitherto not been solved satisfactorily using blood smear images only [16]. It is also a typical
problem where sample analysis over a large surface is needed and hence where local correction
is particularly appreciable for a complete exploitation of FPM extended FOV.
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we briefly recall the operating principle of
an FPM imaging system and detail some specificities of the reconstructed intensity and phase
images on stained parasitized cells under varied focus conditions. In particular, the contrast
variability of phase images characteristics near optimal focus-plane is highlighted. In section 3,
we introduce the proposed image post-processing treatment to enhance FPM microscopy image
quality. The details of the artificial neural network architecture (U-Net) that is implemented is
detailed together with its resulting autofocusing model. Also, the virtual z-stacking procedure
used to constitute the (simplified) reference database from large FOV FPM images for training and
evaluation is indicated. Finally, section 4 is devoted to the presentation of experimental results.
In contrast to SSIM or image quality metrics traditionally used to evaluate the consequence of
image correction, here the DL compensation is discussed quantitatively by studying its impact
on a DNN-based parasitized red blood cell classifier. Sensitivity and specificity of parasites
detection are evaluated with or without U-Net image enhancement. At last, perspectives of this
work are indicated in section 5.

2. FPM Reconstructed image characteristics

2.1. Fourier Ptychographic Microscopy Principle

The Fourier Ptychographic Microscopy [4] technique is a computational microscopy that combines
angular diversity illumination of samples and data calculations (reconstruction process) to access
the phase of the sample in addition to its intensity. Images are reconstructed with super-resolution
through synthetic aperture process. A matrix composed of n individual punctual led sources
replaces the traditional Köhler illumination [17,18]. A set of n images 𝐼 (𝑖) (i varying from 1 to n)
is acquired for different angular incidence of light on the specimen. In the limit of thin thickness
approximation, the sample is modeled by a complex mask function T and the electromagnetic
field 𝐸𝑜 exiting out of the sample is:

𝐸𝑜 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐸𝑖𝑛 (𝑥, 𝑦) · 𝑇 (𝑥, 𝑦) (1)

where 𝐸𝑖𝑛 represents the electromagnetic field immediately below the sample. For the i𝑡ℎ led
used and using further local plane wave approximation,
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associated to the 𝑖𝑡ℎ led illumination. The 𝑖𝑡ℎ image 𝐼 (𝑖) recorded by the camera is:

𝐼 (𝑖) = |𝐸 (𝑖)
𝑖𝑛

· 𝑇 ∗ 𝑃𝑆𝐹 |2 (3)

where PSF represents the point-spread-function of the microscope. Equivalently expressed in
Fourier domain, eq. 3 becomes,
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It is at this level that the principle of ptychography in Fourier space comes into play. We
notice from eq.4 that each captured image is associated to a portion of the spectrum of T,
centered in Fourier domain on (a (𝑖)𝑥0 , a

(𝑖)
𝑦0 ) . Hence the different angular illuminations that are

employed permit to pave the Fourier space. It gives access to T over an extended spectral
domain as compared to the one accessible by the microscope objective lens alone. The synthetic
aperture mechanism is obtained after combining the different raw images and recovering the
phase in the Fourier Domain. Phase recovery is indeed requested to stitch and combine the
different information that are partial since sole the modulus of the filtered field is measured. The
phase is reconstructed exploiting the fact that the CTF support associated with the microscope
objective is bounded. Different ptychography algorithms are available including the e-PIE [19]
or Gerchberg–Saxton [20, 21] algorithms. Both consist in applying constraints on T in the direct
space (knowledge of the modulus of the field 𝐼 (𝑖) )and in the Fourier space (knowledge of the
support of the filter performed by the lens). This allows the complex spectrum reconstruction of
T over the spectral domain paved by the different angles of illumination.

2.2. Microscope configuration

As mentioned in introduction, the samples considered hereafter consist in parasitized blood
smears with P. falciparum. They are stained with May-Grünwald Giemsa coloration. The usual
resolution required to detect parasites of ∼ 250𝑛𝑚 [22, 23] can be achieved with a numerical
aperture NA=1. Considering commercially available microscope objective lenses, a good
compromise between NA and measurement time, led us to use a 10x objective lens with a
numerical aperture of NA=0.45. The light source consists of 12 LEDs arranged on a ring [24,25]
and an additional central LED (see fig. 1a). It is realized with a NeoPixel RGB 5050 ring of
radius r= 37 mm with 12 LEDs (from Adafruit) and an additional NeoPixel central LED. This
light source replaces the traditional Köhler illumination in a Nikon upright microscope (see fig.
1a). The diodes-to-sample distance d is adjusted to achieve a super-resolution factor of 2 (i.e.
𝑁𝐴𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑡ℎ = 0.9), with d= 30 mm. The overlap in Fourier space is ∼ 67 % [26] as required. The
camera used (model IDS UI-3200SE) integrates a large surface sensor of 4104x3006 pixels (with
a pixel pitch of 3.45`𝑚). This corresponds to a FOV of 1.41 X 1.03 𝑚𝑚2. The choice of this
microscope configuration is mainly motivated by the fact that it permits a good compromise
between achievable optical resolution and FOV surface. In addition, the limited super-resolution
factor used has the advantage of requiring a low number of raw images acquisition per field of
view (13 acquisitions) as well as a short exposure time [27]. A typical camera exposure time of
20ms is used for each captured image. Acquisition time per field of view is hence reduced to
0.5s.

2.3. FPM depth of field

The theoretical depth-of-field of a conventional microscope is dictated by

𝐷𝑂𝐹 =
_ · 𝑛
𝑁𝐴2 + 𝑛 · Δ𝑥

𝑀 · 𝑁𝐴
(5)

where n is the refractive index of the medium between the sample and the objective lens, Δ𝑥
the camera pixel pitch, M the objective lens magnification factor. It is evaluated to 3.35 µm at
_ = 525 nm for our microscope configuration. This formula is also valid for FPM microscope
where the DOF is essentially dictated by the NA of the objective lens rather than the NA𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑡ℎ

since raw images do not change significantly when Δ𝑧 is below the DOF as is the case for
reconstructed images. This point is illustrated in fig. 1b) where experimental images of an USAF
1951 resolution target chart are reconstructed for various focus conditions. The resolution of
the reconstructed images is evaluated ∼ 308𝑛𝑚 (group 10, element 5). Images captured with
a conventional microscope equipped with an objective lens of similar resolution (40xNA0.95)



Fig. 1. a) sketch of a microscope equiped with its LEDs matrix. b) USAF1951
resolution chart for various positions of the z-objective lens 10xNA0.45, b1) raw central
led, b2) intensity reconstructed FPM images. c) Resolution chart captured under Köhler
illumination with an objectif lens 40xNA0.95. Comparison of b) and c) exhibits a
different DOF at comparable resolution. d) FPM intensity and phase images obtained
on a parasitized red blood cell. The arrow points to a compartment that is not visible in
the intensity image.

are also presented in fig. 1c). For this objective and in accordance with equation 5, the DOF is
significantly reduced. It is evaluated to ∼ 0.7`𝑚. Comparison of fig1 b) and c) unambiguously
exhibits FPM advantage over conventional microscopy regarding DOF.

Since the thickness of a blood smear sample is ∼ 4µm, an image refocusing is necessary to
obtain in-focus images over its complete FOV. Raw images can be used to calculate images at
a focus plan Δ𝑧 away from the one used during acquisition, provided that an electromagnetic
propagation model of an air layer of thickness Δ𝑧𝑛𝑢𝑚 is introduced in the forward model of
microscope image formation that used for reconstruction. The original e-PIE [19] engine already
includes such possibility using digital wavefront correction. The calculations are similar to those
introduced in digital holography with back-propagation calculations. This possibility is useful to
compensate for approximate focus conditions. It also permits a fine tuning of focus conditions
a posteriori when necessary (for example for phase images exploration) around optimal focus
plane. Such calculations are however not really adapted to practical situations since they are time
consuming. In particular, each reconstruction of intensity and phase images implies calculation
with a complexity ∼ 4𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑛) ∗ 𝑁 where n represents the number of pixels composing the PSF
and N the number of leds used.

2.4. Characteristics of reconstructed images

Our primary motivation is oriented toward improvement in the performance of the classifiers that
are used to establish automated diagnosis. Indeed and as can be beneficial, phase and intensity
modalities are complementary since respectively attached to the dry-mass of the sample that
is measured and its absorption. An illustrative example is presented fig. 1d) belonging to a



parasitized red-blood cell. As can be observed, a compartment of the parasite cell almost invisible
in intensity image is clearly observable in the phase image. It is hence reasonable to imagine that
these two types of images, if exploited conjointly, should help classifiers performances provided
that their visibility are adequately controlled when necessary.

Figure 2 presents typical FPM images obtained on a parasite for different focus settings, i.e.
position of the objective lens along vertical z-axis (ranging from 𝑧 = −3`𝑚 to 𝑧 = +3`𝑚, with
an incremental step of 1`𝑚). Here 𝑧 = 0 is defined by the optimal position deduced from direct
observation of the sample using Köhler illumination (or equivalently matrix central led). It is
striking to observe that these images reveal noticeable contrast variability around the optimal z
position of the microscope objective. In particular, for phase images, one cellular compartment of
the parasite (hemozoin) changes from black to white contrast with z (see arrow in fig. 2b) without
important red-blood cells sharpness modifications. In order to further define the best image
that is exploitable by a parasitologist, images obtained for 𝑧 = 0 are explored using numerical
focus compensation in the reconstruction (virtual z-stacking) with Δ𝑧𝑛𝑢𝑚 ranging from −3`𝑚
to +3`𝑚 with a step of 0.1`m. The usability of the calculated images has been labeled by an
expert parasitologist for ground truth definition considering focus, contrast and visibility of
the different parasites cell compartments (cytoplasm, nucleus, hemozoin and vacuoles). The
chosen I and Φ images that best reveal the parasites, are indicated at right hand side of figure
2 (reference). They have been obtained for Δ𝑧𝑛𝑢𝑚 = 0.7`𝑚 and Δ𝑧𝑛𝑢𝑚 = −1.7`𝑚 for the
intensity and phase images respectively. It is not surprising that the optimal setting of Δ𝑧𝑛𝑢𝑚
for Köhler-intensity images and FPM-intensity images are close. The value of optimal Δ𝑧𝑛𝑢𝑚
reconstruction parameter when considering FPM-phase image is however more singular and can
be important (here Δ𝑧𝑛𝑢𝑚 = −1.7`𝑚). We presumably attribute this to a consequence of the
sample preparation that has been employed (fixation, glue, slide cover-glass) which modify phase
properties of the samples. Also, it may be influenced by the parasite cell compartment position
within red-blood cell volume.

Fig. 2. FPM intensity (I) and phase (Φ) images of stained red blood cells acquired
for different focus settings (ranging from 𝑧 = −3`𝑚 to 𝑧 = +3`𝑚 ) for _ = 525𝑛𝑚.
Note the relative contrast evolution of one component of the parasite cell (hemozoine)
indicated by the arrow. The images enclosed in the right box side correspond to the
optimal images obtained with e-PIE numerical focus compensation (Δ𝑧𝑛𝑢𝑚 = 0.7`𝑚
for I, Δ𝑧𝑛𝑢𝑚 = −1.7`𝑚 for Φ).

In other words, and regarding FPM acquisition, z-positioning of microscope objective lens
can be delicate for several reasons: 1) The optimal z position of the microscope objective lens
depends on the modality (intensity or phase). Since, the phase image cannot be observed directly,
it requires many image reconstructions that are time consuming. 2) The random position of the
parasites within the volume of the cells does not necessarily allow a systematic adjustment of
focus settings. 3) The variability of the phase contrast, when not adequately controlled, is likely



to reduce the performance of the classifiers. 4) When one is interested to produce an RGB image,
the microscope objective lens exhibits some chromatic aberrations that should be compensated
for each color channel.
From our point of view, exploring the samples with numerical focus compensation, although
useful, is time-consuming and hence not really adapted for automatic sample diagnosis. Automatic
image correction is preferable but the lateral image shift effect is only exploitable for intensity
images [14]. It is hence not adapted to phase image reconstruction.

3. Deep model

We introduce a strategy based on a deep-neural network model that is combined to virtual
z-stacking calculations for the reference database constitution. Once trained, the DNN is in
charge of correcting images locally (i.e. at sub-cellular compartments scale) rather than globally,
in order to produce contrasted and sharp details of parasites. The locality of the correction is an
important contribution of the model since, most of the time, focus needs to be adjusted depending
on the cell position within the FOV of FPM. The definition of what is a sharp and contrasted is
here learned intrinsically by examples rather than defined by formal properties of the image [28].
This is particularly advantageous for phase images. Furthermore, and in contrast to the possible
image corrections discussed in section 2.3, the neural network approach proceeds differently. It
does not seek to identify the optimal focus plane per modality but rather produces a clear image
for each of the two modalities (intensity and phase) in a single step. The neural network model
statistically learns the transformation that needs to be applied on the reconstructed images thanks
to a database of reference images. This learning database is composed of pairs of reconstructed
images associated with their corresponding refocused references. Once the parameters of the
network, namely its weights have been learned, the network can be used on FPM images of any
size.

3.1. The Deep Learning architecture

Among the different deep network architectures of the state of art, we chose a U-Net architecture
[29], which has been shown to be very efficient on images for tasks such as segmentation,
denoising, super-resolution, etc... [30]. One advantage of such model is that it is possible to
consider and process jointly the 2 intensity-phase images, which will therefore be able to interact
during the transformation process. The U-Net is an encoder-decoder model shown in Figure 3,
which takes as input non-focused (I, Φ) images and produces at the output the corresponding
contrasted and focused images.

The first part of the network, the “compressive” part, (left side of the network) consists in
several filtering with convolutions and down-sampling steps aiming at learning an abstract
representation of the 2 input images. This resulting feature map is then used by the “expansive”
part of the network (right side of the network) composed of symmetric up-sampling steps in
order to produce the 2 output images. Symmetric skip connections between the down sampling
convolutional layers and the corresponding up-sampling convolutional layers, allow preserving
the relevant details in the input image. For more details on the U-Net, see [29].

3.2. Training flowchart

The U-Net model needs to be trained in order to optimize its weights. All the steps involved
for the construction of the training dataset are indicated in figure 4. In a first step the optimal
position of the microscope objective lens is found with FPM central led. This defines the
reference z-position, 𝑧 = 0. The blood smear is then acquired for various focus conditions (z
ranging from 𝑧 = −8`𝑚 to 8`𝑚 with a 2`𝑚 step) and using each time 13 successive angles
of illuminations. During the 3𝑟𝑑 step, the FOV restricted to its central 256x256 pixels (after
cropping raw images) is exploited. These dimensions have been determined by considering the



Fig. 3. Standard architecture of the U-Net. The compressive part of the U-Net (left-side)
consists in three operations as in classical CNN that are repeated 4 times : two successive
filter blocks of 3x3 convolution kernels, batch normalization (BN) and a non-linear
ReLu activation function, followed by a max-pooling (2x2). At each step the dimension
of the images is reduced by a factor 2. The expensive part of the U-Net (right-side)
consists in (2x2) upsampling using transposed convolution, connections with left-part
(through a skip-connection and concatenation) and two successive filter blocks of 3x3
convolution kernels, batch normalization and ReLu activation function. The numbers
indicated in each convolution block represents the number of filters.

largest region over which no focus variation is visually appreciable and hence uniform. Since the
defocus aberration law is spatially invariant, the training realized from this particular region is
also applicable on the whole FOV. It is also the region where the other aberrations are generally
the smallest, as beneficial for building reference images of the highest quality. As is appreciable,
each cropped image contains a sufficiently large amount of red blood cells (typically ∼ 100) to
learn the properties of optimal red blood cell images (with or without parasites). After step 3,
the data flowchart is divided in two branches: the left one is dedicated to the reconstruction of
the images at varied 𝑧 (step 4a-5a) with Δ𝑧𝑛𝑢𝑚 = 0; the right one is dedicated to the production
of the reference images (step 4b-5b). Reconstructed images of the reference branch are here
explored by varying finely Δ𝑧𝑛𝑢𝑚 reconstruction parameter. The selection of reference images
for intensity and phase modalities is finally determined by a parasitologist (step 5b).

The flowchart of figure 4 has been conceived to limit the burden of the production of the
training dataset using only coarse positioning of the microscope objective lens over a large range
of 𝑧 values. It is completed with virtual z-stacking calculations for various Δ𝑧𝑛𝑢𝑚 for z=0. In test
phase, the network is applied on complete FOV (I, Φ) images to produce corrected ones. We
insist on the fact that even if only a restricted region of the FOV is used for the construction of
the training dataset, the resulting trained neural network is general. In particular and as will be
shown in the following section, the neural network is able to correct images over the complete
microscope FOV and not only over its central zone.



Fig. 4. U-Net training database construction. The samples are digitized (1-3) with
FPM under different focus conditions (from 𝑧 = −8`𝑚 to 𝑧 = 8`𝑚). For all 𝑧, FPM
images are reconstructed with no numerical focus compensation (step 4a and 5a) to
produce the U-Net input examples. For each of these inputs, the reference I and Φ

phase images are obtained after step 4b and 5b (the desired output image) and used to
learn the Input-Output correspondence and transformation.

3.3. Training database

In this study, anonymized blood-smear slides from two infected patients were used for the U-Net
training. Although limited in terms of patient diversity, the database that has been realized is
representative of parasites encountered in real situations in terms of size and age. For each
patient 14 FOV central regions (of 512x512 pixels after reconstruction) were acquired. 20 FOV
central regions were used for training, 4 for validation and 4 for test. Each reconstructed region
has then been split into 25 small patches of 128x128 pixels. This choice has been made in order
to constraint the processing time and to ensure a sufficient quantity of training data. Data were
further augmented through random rotations and flipping to increase the size of the training
dataset. The final size of the training database (including out-of-focus images and geometrical
transformations and data augmentation) is 18000 patches.The validation and test datasets are
each composed of 900 patches.

4. Results and evaluation

4.1. Visual evaluation

Some illustrative results obtained at the output of the trained U-Net are indicated in figure 5. The
upper part corresponds to images reconstructed with Δ𝑧𝑛𝑢𝑚 = 0 for z ranging from −8`𝑚 to 8`𝑚



in a step of 2`𝑚. The reference images (upper-left hand-side) have been isolated from z-stacking
reconstructions at 𝑧 = 0`𝑚. They have been obtained with Δ𝑧𝑛𝑢𝑚= -0.6 `𝑚 and Δ𝑧𝑛𝑢𝑚 = 0.8`𝑚
for intensity and phase images respectively. The same z-stacking approach is used to isolate
the reference that would be obtained from the images recorded for 𝑧 = −8`𝑚. The resulting
images are shown in the upper box on left hand-side of the figure. They have been obtained for
Δ𝑧𝑛𝑢𝑚 = 4.8`𝑚 and Δ𝑧𝑛𝑢𝑚 = 6.5`𝑚. For these optimal values, focus compensation becomes
imperfect. Refocusing limits with reconstruction algorithm is hence experimentally determined
within z=-6 `𝑚 to z=6 `𝑚. For comparison, the outputs of the U-Net that has been applied to
reconstructed images (with Δ𝑧𝑛𝑢𝑚 = 0`𝑚) for the various z are presented in the lower part of fig.
5.

Fig. 5. (top) Illustrative examples of FPM images of blood smear recorded for different
distances between the sample-microscope objective lens (from 𝑧 = −8`𝑚 to 𝑧 = 8`𝑚).
References images (up-right box) are obtained following right branch of figure 3 using
Δ𝑧𝑛𝑢𝑚 = −0.6`𝑚 and Δ𝑧𝑛𝑢𝑚 = 0.8`𝑚 for intensity and phase respectively; (bottom)
corresponding U-Net-corrected images.

As can be observed, the produced images reveal a quality enhancement in terms of focus and
contrast. They are adequately and automatically corrected with the U-Net regardless of 𝑧, a
parameter that is unknown for the U-Net. It is interesting to note that all these images are very
close to the reference even for 𝑧 = ±6`𝑚. Above 𝑧 = 6`𝑚 or below 𝑧 = −6`𝑚, some details on
the parasites start to vanish (not presented). These first results permit to estimate the range over
which the U-Net focus compensation is efficient. Indeed, this range is important (∼ 12`𝑚) and
comparable to the one accessible to e-PIE reconstruction with focus compensation.
We now consider the complete microscope FOV. A representative result obtained with and
without U-Net compensation is visible on Figure 6. The reconstructed image exhibits some
focus variations across the particularly large FOV (because of the sensor size). This comes
from horizontal imperfections in the microscope slide-holder that varies from Δ𝑧 ∼ −3`𝑚
(bottom-right) to ∼ 3`𝑚(top-left). The boxed region 𝑨 corresponds to a region that is correctly
focused, the boxed region 𝑩 to a region that is out of focus (Δ𝑧 = 2.5`𝑚). The application of the
trained U-Net on these two regions (see the 2 insets of figure 6) clearly confirms the expected
behavior of the neural network: its ability to correct locally the reconstructed images. More
precisely, the visibility of parasites is clearly enhanced across the entire FOV. This is particularly
appreciable in region 𝑩 (Δ𝑧 ∼ 2.5`𝑚). Also, in region 𝑨 (Δ𝑧 ∼ 0`𝑚), the initial sharpness of
the red blood cells, the contrast of targeted parasites sub-cellular compartments is enhanced in
both intensity and phase images. One hemozoin crystal that was hardly visible in phase image



becomes now clearly observable (pointed with red arrow).

Fig. 6. Complete FOV of a blood smear sample captured by FPM. The superimposed
colormap indicates the variation of sample-microscope objective distance separation
caused by a tilt of the slide-holder. The two insets relative to areas A and B presents
FPM images before and after U-Net correction. Region A is natively correctly focused
(𝑧 ∼ 0). Region B is initially out of focus (𝑧 ∼ 2.5`𝑚). The arrows indicate sub-cellular
parasite compartments whose visibility is reinforced with the U-Net

We note that the U-Net extra processing time is short (∼ 5𝑠𝑒𝑐). using Nvidia RTX 3080 GPU)
when compared to the FPM image reconstruction processing itself (∼ 20𝑠𝑒𝑐 on intel i7 CPU). It
can hence be readily employed with very few productivity consequences.

4.2. Quantitative impact on parasite detection

The performance of an automated system dedicated to the detection of parasites is here considered
to test quantitatively the impact the U-Net. Results obtained with and without the U-Net module
are compared. More precisely, sensitivity (equivalently, the True Positive Rate TPR) and
specificity (equivalently, the True Negative Rate TNR) are evaluated. The automaton is basic and
integrates only the essential elements to its functioning, namely an FPM image reconstruction
module, the U-Net image correction module and an image-based detection and classification
module. Two experimental conditions are introduced to explore the limits of the U-Net module
efficiency: for the first one, the z-axis position of the microscope objective is set optimally for the
central region of the FOV. Due to inaccuracies in the horizontality of the microscope slide-holder,
𝑧 varies between −3`𝑚 and 3`𝑚 across the FOV (z=0 in the center). For the second condition,
the objective lens is moved by 2`𝑚 along z-axis. In this case, 𝑧 varies between −1`𝑚 and 5`𝑚
across the field of view.
By definition, 𝑇𝑃𝑅 = 𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁
and 𝑇𝑁𝑅 = 𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃
where TP represents the True Positive

(parasites correctly detected), FN False Negative (parasites undetected), FP False Positive



(healthy red blood cell detected as parasite), TN True Negative (healthy red blood cell correctly
detected). TPR and TNR are two figures of merit of primary interest since used for the certification
of diagnostic tests. The former qualifies the ability of the system to raise true alarms whereas
the latter qualifies the ability of the system to not raise a false alarm. Ideally, the system has
a sensitivity of 1 and a specificity of 1. The detection algorithm that is implemented in the
automaton relies on a conventional YOLO [31] neural network evaluated with two training
datasets (Refer to appendix 1 and 2 for further details). In order to benefit from the full information
that is available on the sample, the intensity and phase images pair is used as input of the YOLO.
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Fig. 7. a) Evolution of Plasmodium falciparum detection sensitivity as a function of
the threshold parameter on the test database. The dashed curves correspond to results
obtained on raw FPM reconstructed images without U-Net compensation module (for
𝑧 = 0`𝑚 and 𝑧 = 2`𝑚). Plain curves correspond to results after U-Net compensation
of images. b) ROC curve revealing the best operating points (circles) defined by the
best trade-off between sensitivity and specificity.

Table 1. Plasmodium falciparum detection performances on the test dataset, obtained
on raw FPM reconstructed images with and without U-Net compensation module (for
𝑧 = 0`𝑚 and 𝑧 = 2`𝑚).

with U-Net without U-Net

𝑧 = 0`𝑚 𝑧 = 2`𝑚 𝑧 = 0`𝑚 𝑧 = 2`𝑚

Sensitivity 97.31 95.41 96.33 91.55

Specificity 99.08 99.07 99.28 98.05

The sensitivity evaluated with and without U-Net for 𝑧 = 0 and 𝑧 = 2`𝑚 are plotted figure 7a)
as a function of a confidence threshold. The plain curves have been obtained with the application
of the U-Net, the dashed curves without refocalisation. As could be expected, the best sensitivity
curves are obtained when U-Net compensation module is implied in the workflow. Interestingly,
the results obtained for 𝑧 = 2`𝑚 are very close to those obtained with 𝑧 = 0`𝑚. Comparatively
and when no U-Net image correction is used, the sensitivity decreases even for 𝑧 = 0`𝑚. It is
very degraded for 𝑧 = 2`𝑚. The complementary ROC (receiver operating characteristics) curve
that represents the trade-off between sensitivity and specificity as a function of operating point is



plotted in figure 7b). The optimal operating points are there indicated with circles. As can be
observed, the U-Net compensation leads to an enhancement of the sensitivity without degradation
of the specificity. These results demonstrate the positive impact of the U-Net. As a consequence,
they attest that the tolerances regarding the precision of z positioning of the objective lens can be
much relaxed. Recalling that 𝑧 = 2`𝑚 in the center of the FOV and the fact that slide holder is
slightly tilted (see colormap of fig. 6) the tolerance is roughly evaluated to ∼ ±5`𝑚.
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Fig. 8. Position of detection errors for 𝑧 = 2`𝑚 as evaluated by Yolo architecture.
a) Without U-Net image correction (right). b) With U-Net-correction. The region
delimited with the box corresponds to a region that is natively correctly focused.

To analyse further these results, errors in the detection of red blood cells are indicated in figure
8. The complete test-dataset related to 𝑧 = 2`𝑚 is here considered. The crosses identify the
positions of the undetected red blood cells in the FOVs. When no U-Net correction is implied
(fig. 8a), most of the errors are located near the left-up corner of the FOV, region where z is more
important. The situation changes radically when images are corrected with the U-Net (figure 8b).
Here errors are very few and almost homogeneously spatially distributed. Moreover, the black
box in figure 8 indicates the region where the focus is natively correct. In this region and without
any U-Net compensation, the density of the errors is small as could be expected. It is slightly
further decreased after U-Net compensation. This suggests that the quality of images is indeed
enhanced even though the focus was already correct.

Of course, the neural network classifier could benefit further optimizations (with a larger
training dataset and an optimization of some of its internal parameters). Nevertheless, the
presented results already demonstrate quantitatively the positive impact of the image correction
brought by the U-Net treatment: it extends importantly the tolerances of the positioning of the
microscope objective lens and permits also to extend the exploitable surface of the FOV which
can be beneficial to reduce the sample acquisition with FPM apparatus over large surfaces.

5. Conclusion

At fixed resolution, the DOF of FPM is natively more important than the one obtained with a
conventional microscope, rendering such microscopy attractive. However and when the sample
thickness becomes comparable or higher than the DOF, undesirable variability in sub-cellular
compartments visibility have been observed, particularly for phase images. To overcome
such limitation, we have introduced a deep-learning approach aiming at enhancing targeted
cellular compartment visibility, in a perspective of an automated diagnosis. The U-Net model
is constructed to simultaneously reinforce targeted cell compartments visibility but also to
compensate any focus imprecision. The image correction is done at sub-cellular scale. To this
end, the neural network exploits jointly intensity and phase images (bi-modal U-Net) namely,



the complete sample information accessible to FPM. During its training stage, the selection of
optimal reference images is obtained with fine focus exploration. FPM reconstruction around
optimal 𝑧 setting, namely virtual z-stacking, is used. During the inference stage, images are
corrected and the contrast of the targeted cell compartment is reinforced. To judge the impact
of such approach and in contrast to what is usually done in the literature, a real-life problem is
tested quantitatively (ROC curves) in complement of visual image quality metrics evaluation.
Experimental results reveal that the sensitivity of detection is significantly improved without
degradation of its specificity. Also the FPM depth of field is extended. When compared to
conventional microscopy of similar resolution, the DOF is ∼10 times greater.
Although the training of the network is indeed based on focus compensation, the statistical
framework exploited during the training stage renders the interpretation of the results difficult.
Future experiments will be conducted to separate the contributions of focus correction, contrast
enhancement and bi-modal complementary information.
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A. Appendix 1 : Brief description of the YOLO Algorithm

Yolo (You Only Look Once) has been introduced in [31] in its original version. Since then,
several improved versions have been proposed such as Yolo V2, V3, V4 and a slightly smaller
version YOLO-tiny, which is specifically designed to achieve an incredibly high speed of 220fps.
This paragraph is largely inspired by [31].
The aim of YOLO is to perform object detection and classification in an image in a single step of
the algorithm. Compared to other algorithms of the same type, such as Fast-R-CNN [32] or [33],
its rapidity allows real-time object detection. Moreover, it can be used when there are multiple
objects in the image, at different locations and sizes. Yolo has become nowadays a standard in
real-time object detection.
YOLO algorithm is based on regression, it predicts classes and bounding boxes for the whole image
in one run of the Algorithm. The processing part of the algorithm relies on a Convolutional
Neural Network. Yolo aims to predict a class of an object and the bounding box specifying the
location of this object. Each bounding box can be described using four descriptors: center of
the box (bx, by), width (bw), height (bh), and a value c corresponding to the class of an object.
Apart from that, Yolo predicts a real number bc, which is the probability that there is an object in
the bounding box (confidence).
The image is split into cells. Each cell is then responsible for predicting K bounding boxes and
a confidence score for each box. An object is considered to lie in a specific cell only if the
center coordinates of the anchor box lie in that cell. During the one pass of propagation, YOLO
determines the probability that the cell contains an object of a certain class. The confidence
score reflects how confident the model is that the box contains an object and also how the box
accurately represents the object. It is calculated by the following formula (1) on all the boxes of
the cell.

𝑝𝑐 = 𝑃𝑟 (𝑂𝑏 𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡)𝑥𝐼𝑂𝑈 (𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑, 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ) (6)

where IOU measures the Intersection over Union between the predicted box and the ground
truth (varies from 0 to 1). Each cell also predicts conditional class probabilities for each object:



𝑃𝑟 (𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 𝑖/𝑜𝑏 𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡) (7)

The retained probability Pr is the one that corresponds to the highest value among all the boxes
in the cell. Following Bayes rule, the probability that the object be in class= i is given by:

𝐶𝑖 = 𝑃𝑟 (𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 𝑖/𝑜𝑏 𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡)𝑥𝑃𝑟 (𝑜𝑏 𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡))𝑥𝐼𝑂𝑈 (𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑, 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ) (8)

The class of each box is attributed depending on a decision threshold applied on Ci. The present
process relying on the class probabilities may lead to many anchor boxes as can be seen on
figure 9. It is therefore necessary to suppress the un-necessary ones. To solve this problem
Non-max suppression eliminates the bounding boxes that are very close, by performing the IoU
(Intersection over Union) with the one having the highest class probability among them; the
algorithm then rejects the bounding boxes whose value of IoU is greater than a threshold. This
threshold is fixed empirically to 0.5 in the literature.

Fig. 9. (left) zoom on part of the image containing detected boxes which are too close
to be all kept. (right) same image after boxes suppression

Finally, the algorithm outputs are the required vector indicating the parameters of the bounding
box associated with the object of the respective class. The architecture of the network is composed
of several layers of convolutions and its output consists of the parameters of the different boxes.
This way the different boxes will be able, during the training phase, to fit at best the objects
present in the images. The activation function in the first layers of convolutions are chosen
as ReLu but in order to estimate probabilities (real numbers), they are chosen as sigmoids or
loglikelihoods in the last layers. The Loss function has the following value:
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where "obj" denotes if object appears in cell i and "1𝑜𝑏 𝑗

𝑖 𝑗
" denotes that the 𝑗 𝑡ℎ bounding box

predictor in cell i is “responsible” for that prediction. One can note that the function loss only
penalizes the classification error if an object is present in that grid cell. It also only penalizes the
bounding box coordinates error if that predictor is “responsible” for the ground truth box (i.e.
has the highest IOU of any predictor in that grid cell).

B. Appendix 2 : YOLO training datasets

Two YOLO models are realized. They share a common architecture but differ in the dataset
(denoted 𝐷𝑆1 and 𝐷𝑆2) used to train them. The first model is trained from 𝐷𝑆1 while the second
is trained from 𝐷𝑆2 as detailed below.

To constitute 𝐷𝑆1 and 𝐷𝑆2, 28 fields of view were captured on blood smears belonging to the
same 2 patients as those already used in section 3.2 (14 FOV per patient). The z of the microscope
objective lens is optimized from visual observation of the red blood cells sharpness in the central
region of the FOV. After reconstruction, each FOV contains images of 7168x5376 pixels. Each of
these large images was then split into 48 patches of size 896x896 pixels. Thus 1344 patches are
obtained from all the captured fields of view. Dataset 𝐷𝑆1 is made of all these patches. Dataset
𝐷𝑆2 contains the same images whose quality has been further enhanced after their processing
with the U-Net introduced in section 3. Data augmentation consisted of 3 rotations (𝜋/2, 𝜋,
3𝜋/2) and led to a total amount of 5376 patches for 𝐷𝑆1 and 5376 patches for 𝐷𝑆2. All patches
have been labeled by an expert. The label consists in the delimitation of the boxes enclosing
each red blood cells. A class indicating the presence or not of a parasite is also defined for each
box. For each dataset, 3840 patches were used for the training, 768 for the test and 768 for the
validation. The distribution of healthy and infected red blood cells contained over each split is
detailed in table 2.

Table 2. The number of healthy and infected red blood cells for used in training,
validation and test

Training Validation Test

Healthy RBC 212558 44333 41919

Infected RBC 9597 2023 2048
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